
DRIVING ROI
Case Study For a Proven 
Case Management Software Solution 
in a Growing Nonprofit

"The Social Solutions
product is great because it is

made for doing
human services work.

Reporting was nonexistent
for us before – you could

extract what you put in, but
there was not any ability to

aggregate or filter.”

A growing organization with an inflexible data solution needed help.

Challenge
When it was first founded, this organization
didn't have many services and used
spreadsheets to track data. As they grew, they
realized they needed a database and bought a
custom solution. However, it had no data
correlation, which meant no usable reporting.

Solution 
Social Solutions was able to create a
management system that met their growing
needs. The solution was able to provide
thorough and easy to use reporting, and the
ability to continue scaling with them as they
expanded their services. 

Results

Streamlined data management and reporting
Improved service delivery and funding

As value was realized in two key areas:

This Social Solutions client with 25 Case Managers, and 5 Field Managers,
serving approximately 10,000 people per year achieved

$85,354
in annual return generated by their
investment in Social Solutions

479% 3-Year ROI
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“We now have high-level information
put into the system through

interaction of the database with other
data sources. That means our staff is

not having to ask that background,
and we have that data before the first

contact with a client.”

50% 
REDUCTION in time spent on data capture

“If we wanted to use the data in the same
way we currently do, without this system,

it would be a full-time job in and of itself
to manage the data and create and 

expand programs.” 

1% 
PROTECTION of funding based on
better performance and reporting 

"I do believe that having our Social
Solutions system has been a factor in
creating better participant outcomes. After
all, it is difficult to improve what you
provide without some kind of database to
look at your performance."

50% 
REDUCTION in time spent on
reporting

“Social Solutions makes it easy to write
your own reports – you do not have to
code to make something tailored for
what you need. It is almost incalculable
how much time I save.”  

Key Benefits | Growing Nonprofit

The organization was able to save $109,756 in case
manager time in one year.

REDUCTION in costs associated with
new and expanding programs 

50% 

The organization was able to avoid hiring an
FTE at $35,000 per year.

The organization was able to capture $10,976
in case manager productivity in the first year.

The organization protected at least
$19,000 of their funding in the first year.
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This growing human services nonprofit was able to save about 2,250 hours in productivity in just the first
year of implementing the Social Solutions product.

With an initial investment of $28,760, they experienced a positive return in 4.1 months and a 3-year ROI
of 479%, with annual benefits exceeding $85,354.

About Hobson & Company

Hobson & Company helps technology vendors and purchasers uncover, quantify and validate the key sources

of value driving the adoption of new and emerging technologies. Our focus on robust validation has helped

many technology purchasers more objectively evaluate the underlying business case of a new technology,

while better understanding which vendors best deliver against the key value drivers.  For additional

information, please visit www.hobsonco.com.

Disclaimer: The return-on-investment (ROI) and other financial calculations expressed in this research paper are based on data provided by Social Solutions clients

and various assumptions and estimates only. The actual ROI realized by clients may vary from the estimates provided.  Social Solutions offers this research paper to

assist clients with evaluating case management solutions, however, Social Solutions and Hobson & Company (the firm that performed the research study and

created this document) are not responsible for the accuracy of any estimates. 

Final Return on Investment 

3-Year Return
on Investment 479%

4.1 Months to pay back
initial investment

Additional People can
Serve each year from
Productivity Savings

11
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